**Missions 2017 - 134**

- 2017-01: 01/01/17 14:37 Team paged for a stranded ATV driver stuck in Cumberland Gulch/St Mary's area
- 2017-02: 01/08/17 17:09 Team paged for three overdue skiers on Berthoud Pass
- 2017-03: 01/14/17 19:28 Team paged for five lost skiers near Chief Mtn
- 2017-04: 01/22/17 18:57 Team paged for an overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-05: 01/28/17 18:15 Team paged for rescue of two stuck climbers off Hwy 6 in Clear Creek Canyon
- 2017-06: 01/30/17 17:59 Team paged for lost hiker on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-07: 02/04/17 18:58 Team paged for three lost hikers in Ken Caryl Ranch area. Jeffco
- 2017-08: 02/11/17 20:23 Team paged for two overdue hikers on Mt Evans
- 2017-09: 02/18/17 16:46 Team paged code 3 for 12 year old boy in unstable snow by St. Mary's Lake
- 2017-10: 03/10/17 22:50 Team paged for a missing adult in the Windy Saddle / Beaver Brook Trail area. Jeffco
- 2017-11: 03/13/17 18:28 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's for a patient carryout
- 2017-12: 03/14/17 13:32 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's trailhead for an injured hiker
- 2017-14: 03/21/17 17:14 Team paged code 3 for an injured mountain biker in the Idaho Springs area
- 2017-15: 03/26/17 21:04 Team paged for lost/stuck offroad vehicle on Yankee Hill/Jeep Rd area
- 2017-16: 04/05/17 16:13 Team paged code 3 to N. Table Mtn for hiker pinned under large boulder. Jeffco
- 2017-18: 05/04/17 19:57 Team paged for a missing hiker in the Reynolds Park area. Jeffco
- 2017-19: 05/05/17 12:45 Team paged code 3 for an injured female mtn biker in the Deer Creek Canyon Park area. Jeffco
- 2017-20: 05/07/17 19:31 Team paged for two female hikers stranded due to adverse weather in the Squaw Pass area
- 2017-21: 05/07/17 19:59 Team paged for a missing 30 YOM hiker in the Lair of the Bear Park area. Jeffco
- 2017-22: 05/10/17 19:42 Team paged for missing 14 YOM in the Deer Creek Middle School area. Jeffco
- 2017-23: 05/13/17 16:49 Team paged code 3 for injured female on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-24: 05/14/17 21:33 Team paged for lost hiker in Huntsman Gulch/HWY 6 area. Jeffco
- 2017-25: 05/17/17 17:53 Team paged and placed on standby for injured hiker on Scraggy Trail. Jeffco
- 2017-26: 05/18/17 15:17 Team paged for two overdue hikers on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-27: 05/27/17 17:20 Team paged and placed on standby for three overdue hikers on Torrey's Peak
- 2017-29: 05/28/17 18:10 Team paged code 3 for an injured backcountry skier off Loveland Pass
- 2017-30: 05/30/17 14:09 Team paged for hikers stranded in snow on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-31: 06/05/17 16:39 Team paged for a group of hikers possibly overdue on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-32: 06/06/17 19:09 Team paged for a lost hiker near Echo Lake
- 2017-33: 06/12/17 09:32 Assist to Alamosa SAR for rescue of 3 climbers on Little Bear Pk, one climber unable to move
- 2017-34: 06/13/17 12:12 Team paged code 3 for hiker on Mt Bierstadt having an allergic reaction
- 2017-35: 06/13/17 14:30 Team paged for injured worker in Golden Gate Canyon. Jeffco
- 2017-36: 06/13/17 19:16 Team paged code 3 to Summit Lake for 17yo overdue hiker - Day 1
- 2017-37: 06/14/17 05:00 Team paged code 3 to Summit Lake for 17yo overdue hiker - Day 2
- 2017-38: 06/14/17 21:18 Team paged for two disoriented hikers on Chief Mtn
- 2017-39: 06/15/17 18:30 Team paged for four overdue hikers on Mt Evans
- 2017-40: 06/16/17 21:50 Team paged for three overdue hikers in the Summit Lake area
- 2017-41: 06/18/17 19:16 Team paged code 3 to Summit Lake for a 13yo that took a 40ft fall
- 2017-42: 06/20/17 10:39 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's Glacier for a party that fell and cannot self-extricate
- 2017-43: 06/21/17 17:21 Team paged code 3 for a sick hiker on Mt Bierstadt
- 2017-44: 06/21/17 21:19 Team paged code 3 for one injured hiker and second stranded hiker above Fall River Reservoir
- 2017-45: 06/24/17 18:55 Team paged code 3 to Mt Bierstadt TH for a lost/overdue hiker with pre-existing medical cond.
- 2017-46: 06/24/17 20:45 Team paged for three overdue hikers climbing Bierstadt and Evans via Sawtooth
- 2017-47: 06/26/17 14:51 Team placed on standby for overdue hiker on Square Top Lakes trail
• 2017-48: 06/27/17 12:53 Team paged code 3 for two climbers stuck on Dead Dog Couloir
• 2017-49: 06/28/17 19:17 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's Glacier for hiker that fell 400ft. & second hiker that fell trying to reach his injured friend
• 2017-50: 06/29/17 11:10 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's Glacier for an injured snowboarder
• 2017-51: 06/29/17 14:43 Team paged code 3 to Watrous Gulch TH for elderly woman with broken collar bone
• 2017-52: 06/29/17 18:48 Assist to Larimer County SAR in a search for a missing party
• 2017-53: 07/01/17 20:01 Team paged for missing hiker in the area north of Empire
• 2017-54: 07/01/17 21:08 Team paged for five overdue hikers in the Mt Evans area
• 2017-55: 07/03/17 22:03 Team paged for two lost hikers in Bergen Peak area, Jeffco
• 2017-56: 07/05/17 17:37 Team paged code 3 to Moffat Tunnel for sick hiker. Gilpin County
• 2017-57: 07/08/17 15:59 Team placed on standby for overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-58: 07/09/17 17:24 Team paged for missing person in Ute Creek/Lamartine Rd area
• 2017-59: 07/09/17 17:27 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's Glacier for injured party
• 2017-60: 07/13/17 12:30 Team paged code 3 for injured/sick hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-61: 07/13/17 21:25 Team paged for lost hikers in the Loch Lomond area
• 2017-62: 07/14/17 17:55 Team paged for possible search of four hikers on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-63: 07/16/17 16:41 Team paged for two overdue hikers climbing the Sawtooth between Mt Evans & Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-64: 07/17/17 17:10 Team paged for overdue hiker in the Echo Lake area
• 2017-65: 07/18/17 13:16 Team paged code 3 for injured hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-66: 07/20/17 13:29 Team paged for missing hiker on Mt Goliath/Pesman trail on Mt Evans
• 2017-67: 07/20/17 16:18 Team paged for lost hiker above Fall River Reservoir
• 2017-68: 07/20/17 16:20 Team paged for lost hiker Herman Gulch trail
• 2017-69: 07/21/17 14:13 Team paged for three overdue hikers in the Summit Lake area on Mt Evans
• 2017-70: 07/22/17 14:09 Team paged code 3 for a sick 23 YOF on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-71: 07/22/17 18:55 Team paged code 3 for injured hiker by Chicago Lakes in the Mt Evans area
• 2017-72: 07/23/17 20:48 Team paged code 3 for two stranded hikers on north side of Square Top Mtn.
• 2017-73: 07/24/17 15:29 Team paged code 3 for an hiker that collapsed on the Mt Bierstadt trail
• 2017-74: 07/30/17 08:39 Team paged for overdue 27 YOM hiker in the Mt Evans area
• 2017-75: 07/30/17 13:17 Team paged code 3 to Mt Evans for hiker injured with bear spray
• 2017-76: 07/30/17 14:03 Team paged code 3 to Torrey’s Peak trail head for 2 hikers (1 injured) on Kelso Ridge
• 2017-77: 07/30/17 15:15 Team paged for 5 overdue hikers (one infant, 3 kids and one adult) on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-78: 08/04/17 20:00 Team paged for tired, uninjured hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-79: 08/05/17 13:59 Team paged code 3 for injured hiker by lower Chicago Lake
• 2017-80: 08/05/17 15:18 Team paged code 3 to St Mary's for injured hiker
• 2017-81: 08/05/17 18:08 Team paged for possible rescue on Grays Peak for hikers stuck in blizzard
• 2017-82: 08/06/17 21:00 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-83: 08/08/17 18:08 Assist to Mountain Rescue Aspen for search in the Maroon Bells area
• 2017-84: 08/12/17 17:05 Team paged for overdue trail runner on Berthoud Pass
• 2017-85: 08/12/17 17:06 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-86: 08/13/17 09:58 Team paged for missing 75 YOF near Goose Creek trail head. Day 1, Jeffco
• 2017-87: 08/13/17 15:20 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-88: 08/13/17 20:07 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-89: 08/14/17 06:25 Team paged for missing 75 YOF near Goose Creek trail head*. Day 2, Jeffco
• 2017-90: 08/14/17 23:21 Team paged code 3 to Moffat Tunnel for injured hiker, Gilpin
• 2017-91: 08/19/17 10:12 Team paged for possible rescue of hikers stuck on Kelso Ridge on Torrey’s Peak
• 2017-92: 08/19/17 21:01 Team paged for overdue hikers on Grays & Torrey’s
• 2017-93: 08/21/17 09:22 Team paged for lost hikers on Mt Evans
• 2017-94: 08/21/17 21:49 Team paged for overdue hiker in the Echo Lake area
• 2017-95: 08/23/17 16:12 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-96: 08/24/17 12:31 Team paged for lost hiker on Chief Mtn
• 2017-97: 08/24/17 12:33 Team paged code 3 for sick hiker on Jones Pass
• 2017-98: 08/24/17 14:41 Team paged code 3 to Mt Falcon Park for carry out, Jeffco
• 2017-99: 08/26/17 17:01 Assist Inter-Canyon Fire with sick hiker in Deer Creek Canyon Park, Jeffco
• 2017-100: 08/26/17 18:15 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-101: 08/27/17 10:49 Team paged code 3 for injured hiker near the Sawtooth
• 2017-102: 08/27/17 14:28 Team paged code 3 to Mt Bierstadt for injured hiker
• 2017-103: 08/27/17 15:16 Assist to Indian Hills Fire for sick 12YOF hiker on Mt Falcon, Jeffco
• 2017-104: 08/30/17 13:27 Team paged for lost hiker in the Mt Evans area
• 2017-105: 08/30/17 20:36 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Evans
• 2017-106: 08/30/17 20:37 Team paged code 3 for injured motorcyclist in the Waldorf Mine area
• 2017-107: 09/01/17 16:39 Team paged code 3 for sick female hiker on Chicago Lakes trail
• 2017-108: 09/03/17 20:57 Team paged for overdue hiker on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-109: 09/07/17 20:07 Team paged for missing 83YOM in the Missouri Gulch area off HWY 119, Gilpin
• 2017-110: 09/09/17 16:00 Team paged for missing hikers on Grays Pk that separated from their group
• 2017-111: 09/11/17 16:38 Team paged for overdue hikers in the area of Summit Lake
• 2017-112: 09/12/17 15:05 Team paged for missing 85YOM with dementia in the Golden area, Jeffco
• 2017-113: 09/15/17 23:39 Team paged code 3 for two stuck hikers on Kelso Ridge, one of them sick
• 2017-114: 09/16/17 15:43 Team paged for two lost parties along the Resthouse Trail near Lincoln Lake
• 2017-115: 09/23/17 09:31 Team paged a hiker that during a snowstorm got stuck on the Sawtooth
• 2017-116: 09/23/17 17:30 During Mission 115 the team was contacted by a 3rd party about a family of 5 that got lost/separated during their hike of Mt Bierstadt and Mt Evans
• 2017-117: 10/21/17 13:50 Team paged code 3 to Mt Bierstadt for a possible hypothermic female hiker
• 2017-118: 10/29/17 13:15 Team paged for a search of a missing 61 YOM in the Pleasant Park area, Jeffco
• 2017-119: 10/29/17 15:51 Team paged code 3 for female hiker having an asthma attack near the summit of Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-120: 11/02/17 07:07 Team paged for 4 lost Excel Energy workers off HWY 103 near Cloudland Campground
• 2017-121: 11/03/17 09:30 Team paged for a search of a missing 61 YOM in the Pleasant Park area*, Day 2, Jeffco
• 2017-122: 11/05/17 14:53 Assist to Inter-Canyon Fire for carry out of an injured hiker in Deer Creek Canyon Park, Jeffco
• 2017-123: 11/11/17 20:27 Team paged for two stranded climbers on Cathedral Spires, Jeffco
• 2017-124: 11/12/17 17:49 Team paged for lost/overdue hikers off Berthoud Pass
• 2017-125: 11/17/17 08:06 Team paged for search of a missing 10YOF in Golden area, Jeffco
• 2017-126: 11/24/17 17:58 Team paged for a missing party in Silver Plume area
• 2017-127: 11/25/17 08:40 Team paged for a missing party in Silver Plume area, Day 2
• 2017-128: 12/03/17 18:33 Team paged for recovery in Silver Plume area*
• 2017-129: 12/07/17 13:42 Assist to golden fire with rescue of teen that fell into a mine shaft near Golden, Jeffco
• 2017-130: 12/08/17 19:43 Team paged code 3 for injured hiker at St Mary's Glacier
• 2017-131: 12/14/17 21:32 Team paged for search of missing 87 YOM in the Golden area, Jeffco
• 2017-132: 12/15/17 09:37 Team paged for search of missing 87 YOM in the Golden area, Day 2, Jeffco
• 2017-133: 12/16/17 17:30 Team paged for lost hikers on Mt Bierstadt
• 2017-134: 12/20/17 08:03 Team paged for search of missing 87 YOM in the Golden area*, Day 3, Jeffco